JAIN TEMPLE OF VIRGINIA

INVITATION
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN WASHINGTON DC AREA IN DECADES

Join us for a discussion/lecture with

Nipun Mehta - Hero of Humanity

On Saturday, October 3rd and Sunday October 4th
Centerville High School - 6001 Union Mill Rd, Clifton, VA 20124

• WORLD FAMOUS YOUNG HUMANITY KEYNOTE SPEAKER OF CALIFORNIA AND A STUDENT OF UC BERKELEY UNIVERSITY, NIPUN MEHTA is the founder of ServiceSpace - http://nipun.servicespace.org/about/, an incubator of projects of random kindness that works at the intersection of volunteerism, technology and gift-economy.

• Nipun’s mission statement in life now reads: "Bring smiles in the world and stillness in my heart."

• He is also known as “Giftivism of Gandhi.” He is routinely invited to share his message of “giftivism” to wide ranging audiences, from inner city youth in Memphis to academics in London to international dignitaries at the United Nations; his speech at UPenn commencement in May 2012 was read by millions.

• Six months into their marriage, his wife and he embarked on an open-ended walking pilgrimage across India to "use our hands to do random acts of kindness, use our heads to profile inspiring people, and use our hearts to cultivate truth."

• He started incubating a diverse set of projects that included online portals Daily Good and Karma Tube, offline movements like Smile Cards, a pay-it-forward rickshaw in India, and Karma Kitchen restaurants - http://www.karmakitchen.org/ in many cities across the WORLD including Washington DC. Imagine a restaurant where there are no prices on the menu and where the check reads $0.00 with only this footnote: “Your meal was a gift from someone who came before you. To keep the chain of gifts alive, we invite you to pay it forward for those who dine after you.”

• He has received many AWARDS including the Jefferson Award for Public Service, Dalai Lama's using Heroes of Compassion award and the President's Volunteer Service Award. He serves on the advisory boards of the Seva Foundation, the Dalai Lama Foundation, and Greater Good Science Center.

DO NOT MISS – SPACE IS LIMITED, PLEASE RSVP FOR BOTH DAYS TODAY!

http://jaintempleva.org/jtva-rsvp/